Abstract. This paper presents a representation of shapes and processes for emergence of shape semantics. Constraints on the behaviours of shapes are used to define symmetry as one of many possible shape semantics. A process model of emergence of shape semantics which relies on this representation is developed. Discovery of symmetry in architectural plans and facades is demonstrated.
Introduction
Drawn shapes play a critical role not only in representing a design concept but also in allowing the designer to reinterpret them to develop new ideas. In the conceptual and creative aspects of designing this reinterpretation of what has been drawn appears to play an important role (Schön, 1983) . Working in some visual medium -drawing -the designer sees what is there, draws in relation to it, and sees what has been drawn, thereby informing further designing. In all this seeing, the designer not only visually registers information but also constructs and discovers its meaning -identifies patterns.
This process of discovering visual patterns from drawings for designing is called emergence of shape semantics. There is a wide variety of reinterpretation possible.
Emergence of shape semantics plays an important role in organising decisions, providing order, and generating final form of design results from a designer's interpretation of drawings.
When we think of designing as a conversation with materials conducted in the medium of drawing and crucially dependent on seeing, we note that current CAAD systems are unable to aid the designer in the perception of figures and gestalts and in the recognition of emergent structures. Current CAAD systems have limitations in the interpretation of shapes to capture visual patterns from shapes which are perceivable by human beings. This is one obstacle in using computers to provide significant assistance to human creativity. Thus the major aim of this paper is to build computational models for emergence of shape semantics to improve the capability of CAAD systems in order to support designers' creativity at the conceptual design stage.
Shape emergence in humans has been studied for some time (Gottschaldt, 1926; Reed, 1974; Roskos-Ewoldson, 1993) and is a recognised phenomenon experienced by all human beings. Edmonds and Soufi (1992) describe uses of Gestalt psychology as a framework to explain some aspects of shape emergence. A computational model for shape emergence has been developed by Gero (1992) and Yan (1993, 1994) .
Interest in shape semantics is found in Schön's work (Schön and Wiggins, 1992) : the designer not only visually registers information but also constructs meanings of shapesidentifies patterns and gives them meanings beyond themselves through design process. Clark and Pause (1985) analysed existing architectural designs and classified the drawings into formative ideas. Some of these formative ideas match the concepts in shape semantics of this research.
In this paper we present a contribution which assists in the discovery of shape semantics.
It is concerned with a general process model of emergence of shape semantics. We wish to discover emergent shape semantics derivable from the initial two dimensional shapes.
Shape Semantics

Definitions
From seeing what was intended to be drawn, intentional and/or unintentional patterns of shapes are identified. The patterns can be grouped into dominant themes or formative ideas which can conceivably be used in the generation of designs. A formative idea is understood to be a concept which a designer can use to influence or give form to a design. In this paper formative ideas from shapes are considered as shape semantics.
The ideas provide ways to organize decisions, to provide order and to consciously generate form. A primary shape semantic is a visual pattern of relationships of shapes which is represented explicitly and intentionally. An emergent shape semantic is a visual pattern of shapes that exists only implicitly in the relationships of shapes, and is never explicitly input and is not represented at input time. The pattern has a predefined label. Figure 1 shows examples of a primary shapes, primary shape semantics (symmetries) and emergent shape semantics. Emergence of shape semantics is the process of recognizing emergent shape semantics and primary shape semantics from primary shapes and /or emergent shapes. 
Shape semantics of architectural design
Four types of shape semantics of architectural design are introduced through interpretations of the visual patterns from plans and facades: visual symmetry, visual rhythm, visual movement and visual balance.
Visual symmetry
Visual symmetry has been used extensively from ancient architecture to modern times.
An object is defined as symmetrical to the extent that it satisfies symmetry operations.
Each type of symmetry has been used for various purposes of different buildings. 
Visual rhythm
Visual rhythm in shapes is the perception of patterns of relationships of shapes. The patterns of relationships of shapes are formed by repetitions of shape groups Therefore, the emergence of visual rhythm of architectural shapes may be discovered when repetition of visual patterns of shapes exists. Visual rhythm in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are exemplified by the regular repetition of a unit shape (rectangle) in certain directions.
Visual movement
Visual movement is recognised when incremental changes of an attribute of structure occur in space as well as in form. Visual movement in architectural design is discovered when groups of similar or proximate shapes exist in regularity. Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
show that similar shapes are grouped in size. Visual movement emerges in the direction from larger shapes to smaller shapes.
Visual balance
Visual balance is recognised when the structure is perceptually or conceptually equivalent on either side of an axis of balance. In general, balance is classified into two kinds:
visual balance and conceptual balance. Only visual balance is of interest here. Using infinite maximal lines as representative primitives, the general form of the symbolic representation of shapes is (Gero, 1992; Gero and Yan, 1994 
where N l is the number of infinite maximal lines constituting shape S and the constraints, which constrain behaviours or properties resulting from the infinite maximal lines, based upon which particular shapes are defined.
Properties of infinite maximal lines
1. Geometrical properties The parallelarity on any l i and l j is denoted as l i // l j .
The perpendicularity on any l i and l j is denoted as l i ⊥ l j .
The skewness on any l i and l j is denoted as l i × l j .
The coincidence on any l i and l j is denoted as l i = l j .
Where l denotes an infinite maximal line.
Dimensional property
The dimensional property is the length of a line segment which embeds in an infinite maximal line. 
Groups of intersections
There are three kinds of intersection groups (Gero and Yan, 1994) : ordinary groups, adjacent groups, and enclosed groups.
a. An ordinary group is represented by a pair of parenthesis, "(" and ")", in which any two intersections in the group represents a line segment.
b. An adjacent group is represented by a pair of angle brackets, "〈" and "〉", in which only two adjacent intersections can represent a line segment.
c. An enclosed group is represented by a pair of square brackets, " [" and "] ". An enclosed group represents a circuit of line segments, i.e., a bounded polyline shape.
The segment which is a part of two intersections is represented as (i jk , i jp ). The segment, (i jk , i jp ), is embedded in the infinite maximal line l j .
Features of segment. a. Midpoint, i jm , of a segment , (i jk , i jp ), is represented as
b. Perpendicular bisector, l m , of a segment, (i jk , i jp ), is represented as
Where ∧ is logical AND. Features of an emergent segment. a. Midpoint of an emergent segment , i (iij, ipq)m , is represented as
b. Perpendicular bisector of an emergent segment, l
A symbolic representation for symmetry
Introduction
The general symbolic representation of forms constructed of shapes is
where N s is the number of shapes constituting form F and the constraints, which constrain behaviours or properties resulting from the shapes, based upon which particular forms are defined.
When the constraints of forms are isometric transformational constraints, a class of symmetry exists. Therefore the symbolic representation of symmetry is S = {N s ; constraints } where constraints are isometric transformational constraints.
Symmetry Constraints
There are four types of constraints on isometric transformations of interest here: translational constraints (denoted by τ), rotational constraints (denoted by σ), reflectional constraints (denoted by ρ), and glide reflectional constraints (denoted by γ). Thus, the symbolic representation of symmetry can be extended into
Whenever symmetry is discovered, there is an isometric operator (denoted by ϕ).
Therefore the following reasoning is possible. ϕ(S i ) = (S j ) <=> Symmetry exists between S i and S j .
Where <=> means logical equivalence. Transformational relationships are implied when ϕ(S i ) = (S j ) exists.
As a result, the following corresponding infinite maximal lines and corresponding intersections are inferred when ϕ(S i ) = (S j ).
Corresponding infinite maximal lines:
Corresponding intersections:
Isometric transformational constraints concern the structures within which corresponding infinite maximal lines and corresponding intersections are organised.
They are represented as groups of corresponding intersections or topological properties of emergent segments consisting of corresponding intersections.
Translational constraint (τ)
The translational constraint is represented by groups of emergent segments which are decomposed into corresponding intersections. Translational symmetry exists when a group of two emergent segments which are decomposed into four corresponding intersections forms part of a parallelogram, the other two sides of which are from each of the two primary shapes under consideration (Baglivo and Graver, 1983) as shown in Figure 6 .
Where A∪B means A union B. (Jenkins, 1983) . In addition, perpendicular bisectors of all emergent segments are coincident (March and Steadman, 1974; Baglivo and Graver, 1983) . Figure 7 illustrates the constraints for reflectional symmetry.
(
In addition, midpoints of emergent segments are inferred.
Midpoints of emergent segments are collinear. i ( iij, ipq )m , i ( ijk, iqr )m , and i ( iik, ipr )m are lying in a certain l m .
Perpendicular bisectors of all emergent segments are inferred.
Perpendicular bisectors of all emergent segments are coincident.
Let l
perpendicular bisectors of all emergent segments. Figure 7 shows the axis of reflectional (March and Steadman, 1974; Baglivo and Graver, 1983) as shown in Figure 9 . Therefore symmetry discovery involves two steps: (1) searching corresponding structures of elements between shapes, so called shape correspondence: and (2) discovering possible symmetries, so called symmetry emergence.
Shape correspondence
Shape correspondence confirms that structures of elements in one shape are equivalent to structures of elements in another shape in terms of topology and geometry. There are two main steps for shape correspondence: (1) explicit structure correspondence; and (2) emergent structure correspondence. Figure 11 shows the process of shape correspondence. After explicit structure correspondence is determined, the enclosed intersection group is destroyed or relaxed into an ordinary intersection group through the shape hiding process (Gero and Yan, 1993) . Figure 13 shows structures after shape hiding. Figure 13: Structures after shape hiding number of intersections in the ordinary groups should be same in two shapes otherwise the whole process is terminated.
The number of intersections and segments in each infinite maximal line plays major role to find corresponding infinite maximal lines. If the numbers of intersections and segments in each infinite maximal line in each shape are equivalent then all dimensional constraints on segments in each infinite maximal line are checked. Keeping dimensional constraints on segments in shapes is a major characteristic of symmetry (Baglivo and Graver, 1983) . Corresponding infinite maximal lines are inferred through the above process. At last, corresponding intersections are inferred by applying following rule.
The process which deals with unstructuring shapes is called emergent structure correspondence.
From all the possible corresponding shapes Figure 14 
Symmetry emergence
Symmetry emergence is the process of discovering possible symmetries not only from the primary shapes but also from the emergent shapes. There is primary symmetry which is explicitly presented and emergent symmetry which is implicitly presented. It consists of the two steps shown in Figure 15 : (1) segment emergence which is the step for inferring emergent segments implied by corresponding intersections: and (2) symmetry emergence which is the step for symmetry discovery using rules.
Through shape correspondence, corresponding infinite maximal lines and corresponding intersections are discovered. For example, let the following be the corresponding infinite maximal lines and corresponding intersections.
Corresponding infinite maximal lines: => Sρ (reflectional symmetry).
( L (reflectional axis) = l m1 = l m2 = l m3 ).
be l m2 and l
=> Sσ (rotational symmetry).
(rotational point is i m1m2m3 ). Emergent segments implied by corresponding intersections in shapes are the starting step for symmetry discovery. The rules concern groups of corresponding intersections or geometrical properties of emergent segments consisting of corresponding intersections.
R5: i ( iij
As a result, different types of symmetry are discovered by R2, R3, R4 and R5
respectively. 
Self symmetry
Self symmetries are symmetries discovered within an individual shape.
Features of self symmetry
1. If a self symmetry is reflectional symmetry, then the axis of symmetry passes through the centre of gravity.
2. If a self symmetry is rotational symmetry, then the centre of symmetry is congruent with the centre of gravity. 3. If a self symmetry is translational symmetry, translated parts in a shape is distinguished by an axis passing through the centre of gravity.
Let l g be an infinite maximal line passing through a centre of gravity denoted, as i g .
There is an infinite number of l g s. On the other hand, l g is the infinite maximal line passing through a centre of gravity and satisfying certain conditions of interest here. We call l g the self symmetry axis. There are three kinds of l g s.
l g exists when the following rules are satisfied:
1. l g passes through a centre of gravity and midpoints of segments, as shown in Figure 17 . Midpoints of two segments, i km and i pm , and i g are collinear => ∃ l g .
Figure 17: Inferring l g from a centre of gravity and midpoints of segments.
2. l g passes through a centre of gravity and intersections, as shown in Figure 18 .
Two intersections, i jk and i pq , and i g are collinear => ∃ l g . Figure 18 : Inferring l g from a centre of gravity and intersections.
3. l g passes through a centre of gravity and one midpoint of a segment and one intersection, as shown in Figure 19 . Midpoints of one segment, i km , one intersection, i ij , and i g are collinear => ∃ l g . If l g exists, then divide given primary shape into two shapes about l g . Through the process of shape correspondence and symmetry discovery various self symmetries are discovered. A process for discovering self symmetry is illustrated in Figure 20 . 
Examples
Some examples are used for illustrating respectively how mapping between shape is done and how symmetry is recognized using rules.
Shape correspondence
Given: a primary form which is composed of two four sided shapes S 1 and S 2 , as shown in Figure 21 (a).
Find: corresponding infinite maximal lines and intersections between two shapes. The symbolic representation of S 1 and S 2 is as follows: Where l 5 × l 6 × l 7 × l 8 implies l 5 × l 6 , l 5 × l 7 , l 5 × l 8 , l 6 × l 7 , l 6 × l 8 and l 7 × l 8 .
4. Find all intersections as ordinary group in each shape. All intersections as shown in Figure 21 ( This process is represented by the following rule.
l p = {i pq , i pr , i ps } => l p = {(i pq , i pr ), (i pq , i ps ), (i pr , i ps )}.
According to above procedure, corresponding infinite maximal lines are found. l 1 ↔ l 6 , l 2 ↔ l 5 , l 3 ↔ l 8 , and l 4 ↔ l 7 .
7. Corresponding intersections results from corresponding infinite maximal lines and geometrical constraints of infinite maximal lines.
Finally, corresponding intersections between S 1 and S 2 are found. 
Symmetry emergence
The following corresponding infinite maximal lines and intersections have previously been found and are now taken as given. The symbolic representation of the shape in Figure 25 Various types of symmetries are discovered from the primary shape representation. After the self symmetry axis, lg, is inferred, the primary shape is divided into two shapes, S 1
and S 2 as shown in Figure 26 . Correspondence between these two shapes is inferred.
Self reflectional symmetry is discovered by satisfying R3. Corresponding shapes among six shapes are inferred. As a result, the following corresponding shapes are identified. S 2 ↔ S 3 , S 4 ↔ S 5 , S 5 ↔ S 6 , S 6 ↔ S 7 . 
Conclusion
Shape semantics play an important role for organising decisions, providing order, and generating final form in visually oriented design. They appear to have a special role in architectural design in particular. Architecture reflects its main design concept through visual organization of structures. Visual organization of structures is shown as visual semantics of the design and is perceivable to designers. However, current computeraided drawing, computer-aided drafting and computer-aided design system prevent discovering visual shape semantics. Inadvertently such systems have enforced fixation so that it is not surprising that they are not used in the early stages of architectural design.
The ability to discover visual semantics from shapes readily offer opportunities to develop design-oriented graphics system which may be more amenable to augment designers during the early conceptual stage of design. We have developed symbolic representation of shape semantics, visual symmetry, from two dimensional shapes using infinite maximal lines as its basis. This representation will be used as the basis for an implementation to support early stages of design in visually oriented design fields particularly in architectural design.
We can conceive of a variety of visual semantics from architectural shapes such as visual rhythm, visual movement and visual balance. These shape semantics can be symbolically represented at different levels of abstraction, where the symbolic representation can be characterised to allow it to be mapped onto various hypotheses.
